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Abstract

Earthquake moment tensors and centroid locations in the catalogue of the Global

CMT (gCMT) project, formerly the Harvard CMT project, have become an es-

sential resource for studying active global tectonics, used by many solid-Earth re-

searchers. The catalogue’s quality, long duration (1976–present), ease of access and

global coverage of earthquakes larger than about Mw 5.5 has transformed our abil-

ity to study regional patterns of earthquake locations and focal mechanisms. It also

allows researchers to easily identify earthquakes with anomalous mechanisms and

depths that stand out from the global or regional patterns, some of which require us

to look more closely at accepted interpretations of geodynamics, tectonics or rheol-

ogy. But, as in all catalogues that are, to some extent and necessarily, produced in

a semi-routine fashion, the catalogue may contain anomalies that are in fact errors.
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Thus, before re-assessing geodynamic, tectonic or rheological understanding on the

basis of anomalous earthquake locations or mechanisms in the gCMT catalogue,

it is first prudent to check those anomalies are real. The purpose of this paper

is to illustrate that necessity in the eastern Himalayas and SE Tibet, where two

earthquakes that would otherwise require a radical revision of current geodynamic

understanding are shown, in fact, to have gCMT depths (and, in one case, also

focal mechanism) that are incorrect.

Keywords: Earthquake catalogues, seismology, earthquake locations

1 Introduction1

Earthquakes provide the most immediate and accessible evidence for tectonic activity on2

Earth. Their locations and fault-plane solutions were central to the discovery and accep-3

tance of Plate Tectonics in the oceans (e.g., Isacks et al, 1968), and their depth distri-4

bution has long formed an observational basis for believing in a temperature-dependence5

of strength in the lithosphere (e.g., Chen and Molnar, 1983). On the continents, where6

active deformation is generally more distributed than in the oceans, earthquake focal7

mechanisms were again central to revealing the more complicated and diverse tectonic8

patterns and processes that occur (e.g., McKenzie, 1972; Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975).9

To this day, seismologically-determined locations and focal mechanisms of earthquakes10

remain essential datasets, supplemented now by geodetic observations, that underpin11

fields ranging from regional continental tectonics and geodynamics to seismic hazard12

assessment.13

Although it has been possible to construct reliable fault-plane solutions for earth-14

quakes anywhere that are larger than about M6 since the installation of the WWSSN15

(World-Wide Standardized Seismograph Network) in the early 1960s, the situation im-16

proved dramatically in the late 1970s with the advent of digital seismograms, synthetic17

seismogram routines, and computational capacity that allowed inversion of waveforms18

for earthquake source parameters. In particular, the Global Centroid Moment Tensor19

(gCMT; Ekström et al, 2012) project (formerly the Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor20

project; Dziewonski et al, 1981; Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983; Ekstrom et al, 1998)21
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has been a widely-used catalogue for global earthquake source parameters. Covering22

earthquakes from 1976 onwards, it has routinely provided, quickly, openly and on-line,23

high-quality source parameters world-wide for almost all earthquakes larger than about24

Mw 5.2 and, with the steadily improving number and distribution of global seismic sta-25

tions, now often provides solutions for earthquakes as small as about Mw 4.7, commonly26

disseminated to the global community through the website www.globalcmt.org. The27

transformation provided by this resource can hardly be overstated: prior to 1976, earth-28

quake focal mechanisms were usually determined from first-motion polarities of P waves29

read on WWSSN film chips or microfilms, a process that generally took an experienced30

researcher a day for each earthquake, producing a result that was often far less well31

constrained than one based on the inversion of body waves. Unlike waveform inversion32

procedures, that process produced no constraint on the earthquake depth, unless the33

depth-phase arrivals pP and sP were visibly separated from P, which is very rarely the34

case for crustal earthquakes, especially those large enough to be detected globally on35

WWSSN instruments.36

Thus, not surprisingly, the gCMT catalogue is usually the first resource used in stud-37

ies where earthquake focal mechanisms and depths are of interest for active tectonics,38

geodynamics or rheology. Its time-span (about 45 years) and completeness (which varies39

both geographically and through time, but is probably global for Mw ≥ 5.5) confirms40

tectonic patterns that were initially inferred from much sparser data, though it is re-41

markable how robust such early inferences often were. But the gCMT catalogue, like all42

almost-routinely produced datasets, and in spite of its general reliability and utility, is43

itself capable of harbouring anomalies and errors. Before attaching significance to partic-44

ular anomalous events that it contains, it is important to check their accuracy, if possible45

by independent means. That is the purpose of this paper, in which we examine some46

small events in the gCMT catalogue in Tibet which, if correct, would require a radical47

re-assessment of our current understanding of continental tectonics, geodynamics and48

rheology. We show that their gCMT depths, and in one case also the focal mechanism,49

are in fact incorrect, and that no such re-assessment is necessary. We also assess how and50
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why the gCMT analysis of these earthquakes went astray.51

2 Anomalous earthquakes beneath the Himalayas52

and Tibet53

Figure 1 shows focal mechanisms and centroid depths for well-constrained earthquakes54

(those verified by independent waveform-based modelling) in and around the Tibetan55

Plateau from the compilation of Craig et al (2020), along with the four events from the56

gCMT catalogue on which we focus here. Shallow (<20 km) seismicity is widespread,57

but deeper seismicity is confined to two main regions: the lower crust of peninsular India58

(down to ∼ 45 km), and at depth (< 25 km) beneath southern and northwestern Tibet.59

The deeper (25 – 100 km) seismicity fits a simple pattern, with a strong and seismogenic60

Indian lower crust extending from peninsular India several hundred kilometres beneath61

Tibet, particularly at the eastern and western extremes of the Himalayas (see Craig et al62

(2020) for a summary). As the mid crust and, further north, lower crust, beneath the63

plateau become hotter, they progressively cease to be seismogenic, leading to a bifur-64

cating pattern of seismicity, with widespread earthquakes in the uppermost crust, and a65

tongue of deeper seismicity following the Moho beneath southern Tibet, eventually pinch-66

ing out beneath central Tibet, as the underthrust material becomes too hot to sustain67

brittle failure (Priestley et al, 2008; Craig et al, 2012, 2020). Across the Tibetan Plateau68

itself, shallower seismicity rarely extends below 12-15 km from the surface, leading to an69

aseismic mid crust, with no earthquakes between ∼ 20 km and ∼ 60 km. Earthquake70

focal mechanisms also show a simple pattern: thrust-faulting earthquakes are concen-71

trated around the margins of the plateau at elevations ≲ 3500 m, particularly along72

the Himalayas (see Figure 1b), whilst within the high plateau at elevations ≳ 3500 m,73

earthquakes show a mixture of strike-slip faulting and normal faulting.74

We focus on four earthquakes in the eastern Himalayas and southeast Tibet, high-75

lighted on Figure 1, and summarised in Table 1. The two most obvious anomalies are76

the events on 2003/2/11 and 2005/8/20.77
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The event on 2005/8/20 is anomalous both for its gCMT mechanism and centroid78

depth of 96 km. It is the only reverse-faulting solution in central Tibet, where shallow79

events otherwise follow the well-established pattern of normal- and strike-slip faulting in80

the higher ground (Figure 1b). Its gCMT centroid depth of 96 km is similar to that of81

a well-known population of deeper earthquakes (e.g., Monsalve et al, 2006; Craig et al,82

2012; Schulte-Pelkum et al, 2019) in the SE and far NW of Tibet (shown on Figure83

1a,c), which are thought to be in the Precambrian shield of India as it is under-thrust84

north beneath Tibet. Within such shields earthquakes are known to occur in anhydrous85

lower crust or even uppermost mantle, to temperatures of up to about 600 – 650◦C,86

(e.g., J. Jackson, 2021) and in this case show that India reaches at least 300 km north87

beneath the Himalayan range front (Craig et al (2012); see Figure 1c). But if the gCMT88

catalogue depth for this event is correct, it suggests that India penetrates about 200 km89

north beyond that, while (by implication) remaining colder than about 600◦C . That90

would be interesting in itself, because the rigidity of underthrusting India is likely to91

control the deformation within the gravity current of the mid-Tibetan crust that flows92

over it (Copley et al, 2011), and also because its known presence and temperature would93

put a useful constraint on thermal models of the Tibetan crust (e.g. Bollinger et al, 2006;94

Craig et al, 2012; McKenzie et al, 2019b; Craig et al, 2020). We show later that this95

event was in fact a normal-faulting earthquake at about 4-6 km depth (see Section 4.1).96

The event on 2003/2/11 is unusual for its gCMT centroid depth of 46 km (Figure97

1b), putting it in the middle of what is estimated to be the hottest part of the thick98

Tibetan crust, based on temperature calculations that account for radiogenic self-heating99

and age: an inference supported by low seismic velocities and high seismic attenuation100

(e.g. McKenzie et al, 2019b; Craig et al, 2020). Temperatures at that depth are expected101

to substantially exceed 600◦C , and this earthquake depth, if correct, would require a102

reassessment of our notions regarding the temperature control of seismicity and also103

geotherm calculations, as earthquakes in Phanerozoic crust are usually restricted to less104

than about 350◦C (e.g., Chen and Molnar, 1983). All other earthquakes with body-wave105

derived depths nearby are shallower than 10–15 km, as expected (e.g., Langin et al, 2003;106
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Liang et al, 2008; Craig et al, 2012). We show later that the correct depth is about107

5–7 km.108

The 2008/6/19 event is of note only because its gCMT centroid depth of 18 km109

would be unusually deep for any region dominated by normal faulting that is outside110

a Precambrian shield (e.g., Craig and Jackson, 2021). In this area of Tibet all well-111

constrained depths are shallower than 12 km (Figure 1c) and the effective elastic thickness112

is less than 4 km (McKenzie et al, 2019b); both of which are consistent with the expected113

high temperatures in the mid crust (see above, the 2003/2/11 event). We show later114

that the correct depth is about 6 km, and this is no real surprise: the routine gCMT115

procedures and algorithms are not expected to provide a depth resolution better than116

about 10-15 km for shallow earthquakes (Engdahl et al, 2006), and this event is included117

here just to make that point.118

Generally, the gCMT depth resolution does improve markedly for earthquakes deeper119

than about 20–30 km, particularly for more recent events with better data coverage,120

and most of the depths it reports greater than ∼30 km are approximately correct. To121

show this, we examine an event on 2005/3/26, whose gCMT depth (70 km) and focal122

mechanism are both approximately correct, showing the event to be one of the well-123

established pattern of deep earthquakes within the Indian shield beneath SE Tibet (Figure124

1a,c). There was therefore no a priori reason to discount the gCMT depth for the event125

of 2005/8/20, apparently at 96 km; although as we shall show it is, in fact, incorrect (see126

Section 4.3).127

Table 1 lists the source parameters for all four events, determined by different meth-128

ods or agencies. Locations from the NEIC and ISC-EHB are hypocentres, determined by129

phase-arrival times; those from CMT algorithms (either gCMT or our regional inversions)130

are centroids. The centroid is, in principle, the weighted centre of seismic moment within131

a finite source area; but since the expected dimension of faulting in all four earthquakes132

is smaller than about 3 × 3 km2, the difference between the position of the hypocentre133

(rupture initiation) and centroid is unimportant here, and well within any likely errors.134

The CMT algorithms generally solve for the 6 independent elements of the seismic mo-135
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ment tensor, with the constraint that the diagonal elements sum to zero (i.e., no volume136

change).137

Table 1 displays the ‘best-double-couple’ solutions, in which the eigenvalue with the138

smallest absolute value is set to zero, while maintaining the orientation of the three139

eigenvector axes. The extent to which that smallest eigenvalue is actually close to zero is140

shown by the percentage double-couple (γ; defined below). Only the event on 2008/6/19141

has an apparently significant non-double-couple component in the gCMT solution. Real142

non-double-couple components do occur for extremely shallow (<1 km) events associated143

with volcanic processes (e.g., Shuler et al, 2013), and at more substantial depths for144

genuinely complicated ruptures on systems of faults with different orientations, whose145

individual double-couples sum to a non-double-couple total moment tensor (e.g., Wei146

et al, 2013; Ruppert et al, 2018). But they can also arise from noise in the seismograms,147

especially for small earthquakes like the 2008/6/19 event. We do not believe that any of148

these events involved anything substantial other than faulting on a simple planar surface,149

so focus on the best-double-couple mechanisms.150

In the following sections, we outline our data analysis approach (Section 3), and then151

consider each of these earthquakes in detail (Section 4). In Section 6, we then assess where152

the gCMT approach erred in its original assessment of these events, and the implications153

this may have.154

3 Methods155

We employ four seismological approaches in re-evaluating the depths and mechanisms of156

these four earthquakes. Each draws on different data, in terms of epicentral distances157

and frequency contents used, and offer independent constraints on the source parameters,158

particularly depth, of these earthquakes. All use higher frequencies than included in159

gCMT inversions, and are aimed at studying signals from smaller-magnitude earthquakes,160

where low-frequency energy is usually lacking.161

In Section 6.1, we employ the modern gCMT processing approach to reanalyse the162
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four earthquakes studied here. This differs from the gCMT approach used at the time of163

occurrence of these earthquakes, as detailed in Ekström et al (2012).164

3.1 Regional waveform inversion165

We first employ regional waveform inversion to determine the source mechanism, mo-166

ment, and location (including depth) of each of the four earthquakes studied. We use the167

approach of Heimann et al (2018) to invert three component waveforms (vertical, radial,168

and tangential) from seismometers within 1000 km of the reported earthquake location169

(station distributions for each earthquake are shown in Supplementary Material). Green’s170

functions are calculated using the approach of (Wang, 1999) for a layered visco-elastic171

halfspace, and velocity structures in each case are determined based on the closest avail-172

able profile from CRUST2 (Bassin et al (2000) and subsequent updates - see Section 5173

for sensitivity tests on the velocity structure). Waveforms are filtered between 0.03 and174

0.09 Hz (∼ 11 – 33 second periods), and a time window encompassing local and regional175

P, S wave arrivals, their related regional depth phases, and the surface wave arrivals176

is used in our inversion. The approach of Heimann et al (2018) undertakes a Bayesian177

inversion, producing probability distributions for each parameter. In each case, we invert178

for a 6-component deviatoric moment tensor, location, depth (constrained to lie between179

1 and 100 km), and source duration (1 – 5 seconds, consistent with expected rupture180

duration for the magnitudes of earthquake considered). Station locations relative to the181

earthquake source (azimuth and distance) are recalculated for each trial source location,182

and Green’s functions re-selected from a pre-calculated array calculated at 1 km intervals183

in depth and distance. Waveforms are re-aligned by cross-correlation for each trial model.184

In Figure 2 we show the probability density functions (hereafter referred to as PDFs)185

for depth for each of our four study earthquakes. In Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 we show186

waveform fits for selected stations for the overall best-fit model and a range of fixed187

depths, illustrating how and where the details of the waveform allow us to discriminate188

between different depths and mechanisms.189

To discriminate between different candidate source depths it is important to model190
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accurately the amplitudes of both the initial family of P -wave arrivals (Pg, Pn, PmP,191

etc), and the subsequent family of S -wave arrivals (Sg, Sn, SmS, Lg, etc), including the192

emerging surface wave train. At the frequency range and epicentral distance used in our193

regional inversion, both of these groups of phases coalesce into two complex wavepackets.194

Of these two groups of phases, the first set is typically visible only on the vertical and195

radial components, whilst the second is visible on all three components (see Figure 7196

and 4 for examples). The amplitude of the second set of arrivals is particularly depth-197

dependent, decreasing sharply with increasing depth, with the reduced amplitude of the198

the surface wave train. As we shall show, the disappearance of a dominant S -wave family199

arrival at greater depth often allows, in the case where an event is really shallow, for200

inversion to model internal sections of the waveform for deeper events with the P -wave201

phase group only, leading to an apparent good fit to a small section of the waveform (for202

a radically different source mechanism), but failing to fit the earlier and later sections of203

the waveform. This allows inversion approaches to settle on a stable local misfit minima,204

and, in many cases, this leads to a switch in the best fit mechanism as a function of205

depth, in order to fit the polarity of the S -wave family using the synthetic P -wave group.206

To help in assessing the moment tensors from various sources, we define two metrics.207

For each moment tensor, we follow Jackson et al (2002) in calculating the percentage208

double couple, γ:209

γ = 100×

(

1−
3× |λ2|

|λ1|+ |λ3|

)

(1)

where λn is the nth eigenvalue ofM, the moment tensor. This γ value shows the degree210

to which the moment tensor can be represented accurately by a simple double couple,211

with no deviatoric component. γ is defined from the absolute value of the intermediate212

eigenvalue (2) relative to the average of the other two, (1,3) normalized so that a pure213

double-couple source (with eigenvalues -1,0,+1) is 100%, while a linear vector dipole (e.g.214

-0.5,-0.5,+1.0) is 0%. Under the assumption that earthquakes at magnitude Mw ∼ 5 are215

hosted on faults, and rupture only a single planar segment of such faults with relatively216

little complexity, we therefore expect γ to be close to 100% in cases where the source217
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is accurately characterised. Inaccurate characterisation of the moment tensor, feeding218

in to a low γ value, would be the result of either a poor fit between synthetics and219

the observed data, implying a poorly-constrained source mechanism, poor azimuthal220

coverage, resulting in an underconstrained source mechanism, or a small signal-to-noise221

ratio in the data, resulting in the mapping of noise into the source mechanism.222

To aid with assessing the similarity between the moments tensors derived from the223

gCMT inversion and from our regional waveform inversion, we follow Sandiford et al224

(2020) in determining a similarity index (χ) between the global (gCMT) and regional225

(rCMT) moment tensors. We define this similarity as:226

χ =
MgCMT

ij : MrCMT
ij

||MgCMT|| ||MrCMT||
(2)

where ||M|| is the norm of the moment tensor M, and : is the tensor double dot227

product. Identical moment tensors would yield a χ of 1, with decreasing χ indicating228

decreasing similarity. Broadly speaking, studies in subduction zones suggest that obser-229

vational uncertainty typically allows for variability between 1 and 0.75 between seismo-230

logical moment tensors and known fault orientations (Sandiford et al, 2020; Craig et al,231

2022).232

Under the assumption that earthquakes of the magnitude studied here are unlikely to233

be anything other than slip on a small planar surface, and should therefore not contain234

significant non-double couple components, we also run an inversion for each earthquake235

where the mechanism is constrained to be a pure double couple (γ = 100), and with all236

other parameters free, to test the impact that incorporating non-couple elements into the237

moment tensor may have on all source parameters (tan-shaded rows on Figures 4, 5, 6,238

7).239

Full results from our regional centroid moment tensor inversions are given in Table 1.240

3.2 Surface wave amplitudes241

We also conduct more detailed analysis of the fundamental-mode surface-wave ampli-242

tudes generated by our four earthquakes, observed at far-regional distance (10◦ – 20◦243
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epicentral distance). Surface-wave excitation of the fundamental mode is highly depen-244

dent on earthquake source depth, particularly for smaller earthquakes like those in the245

magnitude range we consider. Mw ∼ 5 earthquakes with shallow source depths can still246

generate substantial surface waves, with amplitudes at far-regional distances significantly247

greater than the observed body-wave amplitudes, but as source depth increases into the248

mid and lower crust, surface wave amplitudes decrease. Therefore, if the reported lower-249

crustal/upper-mantle depth of some of these earthquakes is correct, we would expect250

quite small amplitude surface waves at such distances, whereas if they are, in fact, upper251

crustal, substantially larger surface waves will be expect.252

To assess this, we select stations at far-regional distances, take the vertical compo-253

nent (therefore focusing on Rayleigh waves), and filter using a Butterworth bandpass254

centred on 0.05 Hz. We then correct the amplitudes for geometrical spreading, and255

normalise to 1000 km epicentral distance and the moment of the largest of our study256

earthquakes (2003/2/11). In Figure 9, we show waveforms for all four earthquakes ob-257

served at the broadband station II.AAK (observing distance between 1752 and 2033 km258

for our events). In supplementary material we show similar plots for three other stations259

(IC.QIZ, IC.WMQ, IC.XAN) at different azimuths.260

3.3 Teleseismic array processing261

In the third approach, we draw on data from small-aperture seismic arrays at teleseismic262

distances, to search for the presence or absence of depth phases – near-source surface263

reflections, which arrive shortly after the direct P -wave arrival. When detected, these264

can be used to precisely determine the earthquake source depth. We use data from arrays265

in Canada (Yellowknife array), the USA (ILAR array), Germany (GERESS array), and266

Australia (Alice Springs and Warramunga arrays). Each of these arrays has an aperture267

of only a few km, with the intention that short period signals (e.g. 1-4 Hz) are coherent268

between sensors and that the signal-to-noise ratio of coherent arrivals can be improved269

by delay-and-stack beamforming (e.g., Rost and Thomas, 2002). Similarly, estimating270

the coherence or relative power of beams in different directions allows us to estimate the271
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backazimuth and apparent velocity of incoming wavefronts. This assists in confirming272

arrival detection, and helps to build confidence that a given signal is indeed associated273

with our event of interest, on the basis of directional coherence of arrivals. We show the274

results from this analysis for two events on 2005/8/20 and 2008/6/19, in Figures 3 and 8275

respectively. Note that this approach offers an independent approach to determining the276

depth, but offers no constraint on the focal mechanism.277

3.4 Teleseismic broadband instruments278

Finally, we draw on data from available broadband seismometers at teleseismic distances.279

Whilst the earthquakes studied here are too small for a detectable signal to be easily or280

commonly observed, on rare occasions for seismometers in particularly well-sited, noise-281

free locations, the direct P wave and its depth phases are observable in single-station data.282

We show filtered waveforms (0.5 – 2.0 Hz ) for a small number of selected stations were283

these phases are observable, to supplement the results from the small-aperture arrays. We284

also use synthetic seismograms, calculated using the WKBJ routines of Chapman (1978);285

Chapman et al (1988) to test candidate depths against observed broadband waveforms286

(see Figure 3). Synthetics are calculated in each case using a simple impulsive source-time287

function, and our revised moment tensor from regional waveform inversion.288

4 Earthquake results289

4.1 The 2005/8/20 earthquake290

This earthquake is anomalous in both its gCMT mechanism and its depth. It occurred291

on the 20th August 2005, and was reported by the gCMT catalogue as having a moment292

tensor dominated by east-west striking thrust faulting, indicating north-south shortening,293

and with a location placing it deep beneath central Tibet, at a centroid depth of 96.3 km,294

well below estimates of the local Moho (Gilligan and Priestley, 2018). The NEIC and295

ISC-EHB also reported traveltime-based locations and depths for this earthquake (see296

Table 1 and Figure 2). The ISC-EHB report a depth of 17.5 km, although this was fixed297
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a priori and so is unreliable, whilst the NEIC reported a depth of 54.0 km, which would298

place this earthquake in the otherwise-aseismic mid-crust, expected to be the hottest part299

of the Tibetan crust, posing similar problems to the gCMT depth.300

Analysis of teleseismic arrivals at the Warramunga, GERESS and ILAR arrays, along301

with selected broadband waveforms (Figure 3) shows no arrivals after the direct P -wave302

arrival at times consistent with depth phases from an earthquake at 96.3 km. For all of303

these three arrays, based on the radiation pattern predicted by the gCMT moment tensor304

(see Figure 3), we would expect significant energy to be present in the pP depth phase,305

with a smaller sP. The absence of a visible depth phase where the direct arrival is clearly306

visible is unexpected, if the depth were correct. In the beams for all three arrays, there is307

some suggestion of a discrete arrival ∼3 seconds after the onset of the direct arrival, and,308

although on none of the beams is this distinct enough to be robustly identified as a depth309

phase. Similarly, arrivals approximately 3 seconds after the direct arrival are visible on310

the filtered broadband waveforms shown, most notably from stations ARU, MHV and311

YAK. When combined with lack of any clear coherent signal in the beam more than 10312

seconds after the P -wave onset, this suggests a much shallower source depth, probably313

≤ 10 km. On Figure 3d–g, dashed green traces shown broadband synthetics calculated314

with shallow (4,6 km) source depths.315

Regional waveform inversion (Figure 4) paints a similar picture. For this earthquake,316

we draw on data from an IRIS/PASSCAL deployment across central Tibet (FDSN code317

XF), along with sparse other stations (e.g., IC.LSA), offering 37 three-component stations318

with good-quality waveforms within 1000 km of the earthquake (Figure S1). In Figure 4,319

we show waveform fits at two selected stations, XF.H1090 and XF.H1508, located ∼ 250320

km to the west and ∼ 450 km to the northwest respectively. Crucially, both vertical321

and radial components at both stations show strong arrivals associated with both the322

P -wave and the combined S/surface-wave arrivals. At shallow depths, a normal-faulting323

mechanism produces synthetics able to fit the timing, separation, and amplitude of both324

sets of arrivals. However, at greater depths, and particularly at 50 km and deeper,325

synthetic waveforms lack the amplitude to fit the later half of the waveform, due to the326
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decrease the amplitude of the modelled surface waves, and also lose the shape to fit the327

first half. This leads to a best-fit solution at fixed depths of 70 – 90 km using a higher328

magnitude to increase the amplitude of the P -wave group, and fitting part of the complex329

internal waveform with what should be the first arriving phases – a misidentification that330

leads to a reduction in the overall misfit, and hence a local misfit minimum (particularly331

evident on the vertical and radial waveforms at 90 km depth on Figure 4).332

Even at shallow depths, the notable degradation in fit between the best-fit solution333

(at a depth of 4 km), and the best available mechanism with a fixed depth of 10 km,334

particularly at XF.H1090, demonstrates that this earthquake must indeed be extremely335

shallow.336

The set of depth-fixed inversions shown in Figure 4 shows that once depth is forced337

to be deeper than ∼ 20 km, the mechanism switches polarity, and instead of the best fit338

being achieved with a moment tensor dominated by north-south striking normal-faulting,339

better fits (although still not very good) are achieved with a moment tensor dominated340

by east-west striking thrust-faulting. The mechanism reported by the gCMT is therefore341

consistent with the reported centroid depth, but both are very much in error. In Section342

6.1, we further assess the reasons for this error.343

All of the broadband waveforms shown in Figure 3 show strong downwards first-344

arrivals in the unfiltered traces. The station positions on the focal sphere on Figure 3 are345

calculated using the catalogue gCMT depth – calculation using a shallower depth consis-346

tent with both our regional waveform inversion and our depth-phase analysis decreases347

the takeoff angles for teleseismic phases by ∼ 30 %, and moves these station positions348

closer to the centre of the focal sphere. We therefore have a cluster of dilatational first mo-349

tions grouped around the centre of the focal sphere, clearly inconsistent with the gCMT350

mechanism (which would predict first motions at all these stations to be compressional)351

but consistent with a moderately-dipping normal-faulting mechanism, as determined by352

our regional waveform inversion. In Figure S2, we show that synthetic waveforms calcu-353

lated with our rCMT mechanism and with source depths of 4 – 6 km are able to fit the 8354

cleanest teleseismic waveforms observed, confirming both a normal-faulting mechanisms355
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and a shallow source depth.356

Finally, in Figs 9 and S9-11 it can be seen that this earthquake on 2005/08/20 pro-357

duced clear 20 s period surface waves (the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave), as expected358

for a shallow event. It is instructive to compare its seismograms in those Figures with359

those of the earthquake of 2005/03/26, with a genuine depth of ∼80 km, which, again as360

expected, produced almost no surface waves at that period (discussed further in Section361

4.3).362

Overall, our reanalysis of this event radically changes its tectonic implications. Had363

the reported gCMT mechanism and depth been accurate, placing this earthquake at or364

below the Moho, and indicating north-south shortening, it would have implied a pene-365

tration of the cold (<600 ◦C) Indian shield beneath Tibet to a position at least 200 km366

further north than that indicated by the deep seismicity to the south. This would in turn367

have indicated that thermal calculations, suggesting that India should have heated up368

beyond 600 ◦C and become aseismic by that point (Bollinger et al, 2006; Priestley et al,369

2008; Craig et al, 2012, 2020; McKenzie et al, 2019a), were in turn wrong. Instead, our370

results show that this earthquake is entirely consistent with widespread observations of371

shallow normal faulting across the southern plateau, accommodating arc-parallel exten-372

sion (Tapponnier et al, 1981; Copley et al, 2010; Elliott et al, 2010).373

4.2 The 2003/2/11 earthquake374

The 2003/2/11 event was reported by the gCMT catalogue as a normal-faulting event with375

a centroid depth of 46.1 km, which would place it in the mid-crust of the plateau. Both376

the NEIC and ISC-EHB catalogues reported fixed depths, at 33 and 15 km respectively,377

which are unreliable. As discussed previously, well-determined seismicity in the central378

plateau rarely extends below 12–15 km, consistent with the internal heating of the thick379

crust through radiogenic heat production (McKenzie and Priestley, 2008), leading to high380

crustal temperatures and aseismic behaviour at comparatively shallow depths. A depth381

of 46 km would therefore be extraordinary, and warrants re-examination.382

Data coverage at regional distances over the Tibetan plateau in 2003 was sparse.383
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Regional data come from a permanent station at Lhasa and regional deployments in384

Bhutan, China and Nepal, all distributed through IRIS/PASSCAL (FDSN codes XA,385

XD, and XF). There was only one station (IC.LSA) within 250 km of this earthquake, and386

of the 12 stations at regional distances (up to 1000 km), almost all lie to the northwest or387

southeast, leading to poor azimuthal coverage (see Figure S3). Nonetheless, we use what388

data are available to undertake regional waveform inversion. Although the limited data389

available leads to less well-defined constraints on the moment tensor and depth than for390

the other earthquakes studied here (see Figures 2a and 5), we are able to determine that,391

whilst the gCMT moment tensor is closely matched by our regional moment tensors, the392

gCMT depth is substantially deeper than our regional waveform inversion can allow. Our393

best-fit solution has a χ value relative to the gCMT moment tensor of 0.91, demonstrating394

a high degree of similarity between the two moment tensors, although we note that for395

our regional moment tensor we recover a lower percentage double couple than the gCMT.396

Indeed, our regional inversion only has a γ of 0.52 – a value that, for such a small397

earthquake, is likely to be a resolution issue, not one relating to true source complexity.398

To test the impact of the high non-double couple component in our best fit moment399

tensor, we also run an inversion with the mechanism fixed to be a pure double couple400

(see Figure 5, Table 1). Whilst this leads to a marginally shallower mechanism, the401

overall conclusions are unchanged, with this earthquake representing very shallow (∼ 5402

km) normal-faulting indicative of east-west extension.403

As with the previous event, at depths of 70 – 90 km, a local misfit minimum is404

achieved in our inversion by increasing the event magnitude, and fitting part of the405

internal waveform using the higher-amplitude bodywaves that result, to compensate for406

the disappearance of the surface waves from the S -wave packet. Again, this also allows407

for a rotation in the best-fit mechanism, to allow the most appropriate amplitudes for408

fitting this subection of the waveform.409

To supplement the results of our regional inversion, we draw on a limited amount of410

teleseismic data. None of the small-aperture arrays show clear evidence for discrete and411

detectable depth phases. Whilst an absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, this in412
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itself suggests a shallow source where depth and direct phases interact. However, several413

broadband instruments recorded waveforms where there is evidence for the arrival of a414

depth phase at ∼ 4 seconds after the direct arrival. In Figure S4, we show synthetic415

waveforms for four depths – that from our rCMT inversion, from the ISC-EHB, from the416

NEIC, and from the gCMT – at four selected stations at teleseismic distances. These417

demonstrate that only a shallow depth (≤ 7 km), consistent with out rCMT results, is418

capable of matching the short delay time between the direct arrival and the subsequent419

depth phases.420

In Figure 5, we illustrate the elements of the waveform that rule out the deeper depth421

reported by the gCMT for this earthquake, and why a shallower depth is required. Despite422

the similarity in mechanisms, we recover a best-fit depth of 4.8 km, more consistent with423

the regional seismicity than the gCMT centroid of 46.1 km. As Figure 5 shows, with424

increased depth, the fit to all three components at the selected stations shown degrades425

rapidly between 10 and 30 km, with the deeper sources notably unable to fit the observed426

amplitude of the S -wave group and Lg, particularly on the vertical and radial components.427

The sparsity of data leads to a substantially wider distribution of acceptable depths in428

the PDF shown in Figure 2a than for other events, but the gCMT depth remains far429

deeper than any acceptable regional waveform solution.430

Matching with the results of our regional and teleseismic results, the far-regional431

surface waves shown in Figure 9 (and Supplementary Figures S9–S11) show substantial432

surface-wave amplitudes, indicative of a shallow source depth, and inconsistent with a433

lower-crustal source.434

As with the 2005/8/20 event, our reanalysis of the 2003/2/11 event changes its geo-435

dynamic implications. Instead of occurring in the hot Tibetan mid-crust – a place where436

we would not expect earthquakes at all due to the elevated temperature – this earth-437

quake instead has a shallow depth, entirely consistent with the depth of other shallow438

earthquakes across Tibet.439
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4.3 The 2005/3/26 earthquake440

On the 26th March 2005, this Mw ∼ 4.7 earthquake was reported at a depth close to441

the Moho beneath the central Himalayas. The routine gCMT inversion determined a442

strike-slip faulting mechanism, with a centroid depth of 70 km – consistent with other443

travel-time based catalogues, which determined depths of 70.7 km (NEIC), 77.3 km (ISC-444

EHB) (see Figure 2b).445

Figure 6 shows our regional waveform analysis for this earthquake. As with the446

2005/8/20 event, our regional inversion is reliant on data from the IRIS/PASSCAL XF447

network, along with a small number of independent stations (e.g., IC.LSA) – these offer448

27 three-component stations with good-quality waveforms within 1000 km (see Figure449

S5). Our regional centroid inversion yielded results consistent with the gCMT, with a450

marginally-deeper best-fit depth of 78.3 km, and a very similar strike-slip mechanism,451

with a similarity index between the two moment tensors of χ = 0.96 – easily within452

the tolerance of the different data used in each inversion, and the level of noise present453

for events of this magnitude. The waveform analysis shown in Figure 6 clearly shows454

that at shallow depths, whilst some of the details of all three components at IC.LSA455

can still be fit by a shallow, rotated moment tensor, only solutions with a significantly456

greater depth are able to fit the waveform across multiple phases through the full length457

of the inversion window. Shallower than 70 km depth, fits degrade rapidly for all three458

components at both stations shown. For a deeper solution at 90 km depth, we start to459

see the misalignment of phases, most notable in the radial component at IC.LSA.460

We note that our regional inversion fits a best-fit epicentre ∼ 50 km to the south of the461

gCMT catalogue location (and ∼60 km to the south of arrival-time based catalogues. As462

shown in Figure S5, the distribution of stations at regional distance for this earthquake463

covers a relatively small azimuthal range, and is concentrated a significant distance to464

the north. In our inversion, the source latitude trades off approximately linearly against465

the origin time - in addition to being 50 km further south our best fit solution has an466

origin time ∼ 5 seconds earlier than the gCMT. Fixing the location to that of the gCMT467

results in only small changes in the mechanism and depth we retrieve, and has no impact468
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on the tectonic implications of this earthquake.469

Inspection of broadband instruments at teleseismic distances shows little evidence470

of discernible depth phases, with only the arrays at GERESS (Germany) and Warra-471

munga (Australia) showing evidence for depth phases consistent with the depths from472

our regional inversions (see Figure S6, and Craig et al (2012)).473

This deeper event does offer a chance to emphasise the difference in surface waves gen-474

erated between events with a genuinely deep source, and those with sources in the upper475

crust. In contrast to the two shallow events discussed previously, the 2005/3/26 shows476

very weak fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave arrivals at far-regional distances (see Figures477

9), consistent with its genuinely deep source depth. The surface waves for 2005/8/20 are478

significantly lower in amplitude than those for the other three events (after normalisation479

to a common observing distance and magnitude), consistent with a substantially deeper480

earthquake source for the 2005/8/20 event. This observation is true for all four stations481

we show results from (Figures 9, S9–S11), which cover a range of azimuths, confirming482

that this is not simply due to proximity to a nodal plane for the 2005/3/26 event, and483

suggesting that its source is indeed significantly deeper than for the other three events484

considered.485

Figure 2b shows that the differences in source depths estimated by different methods486

is small (<10 km). The gCMT solution and NEIC depth lie only just outside of the487

probability density function from our regional moment tensor inversion. This minor488

discrepancy between our result and the gCMT is likely to arise from the slightly different489

data used in each inversion, and the different velocity structures (global and regional)490

assumed, and is not significant.491

In this case the original gCMT depth and focal mechanism are clearly approximately492

correct, although as we shall see, they were poorly constrained (see Section 6.1). We493

include its analysis here to point out that there was no a priori reason to discount the494

similar gCMT depth of the 2005/08/20 earthquake (Section 4.1), apparently at 96 km495

but in fact at shallower than 10 km.496

This reinforces our conclusion that an apparent anomaly must be checked before it is497
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believed.498

4.4 The 2008/6/19 earthquake499

The 19th June 2008 earthquake is reported in the gCMT catalogue with a predominantly500

strike-slip faulting moment tensor, including a slight component of E-W extension, and501

a shallow source depth (see Figure 1). The centroid depth reported is 18.3 km, which502

would place it at the deeper end of the well-determined shallow seismicity on the Tibetan503

Plateau, which generally stops at 12 – 15 km. The orientation of the best double-couple504

nodal planes derived from this moment tensor, striking NNW-SSE and ENE-WSW, are505

slightly oblique to the region geological features, dominated by normal faulting with a506

strike NNE-SSW, and strike slip faulting with planes striking NNE-SSW and WNW-ESE,507

but otherwise, this earthquake is fairly unremarkable amongst the general background508

seismicity.509

Data at regional distances for this event mainly comes from the INDEPTH IV experi-510

ment (FDSN codes XO and X4) and an experiment run by the University of Rhode Island511

in NE Tibet (FDSN code ZV). Along with available continuously operating instruments,512

these total 56 three-component stations within 1000 km (see Figure S7). In Figure 7,513

we show waveforms from two to the northeast (XO.AF033) and southeast (X4.F15), for514

the best-fit solution, and for the best-available moment tensor at a range of fixed depths.515

The best fit solution, and that with a depth fixed at 10 km, both do a good job of fitting516

the available waveforms, although the vertical and radial components at X4.F15 show a517

notable degradation of the fit to all sections of waveform even at 10 km, as expected given518

the narrow PDF for depth shown in Figure 2d. At depths greater than 10 km, the fit to519

the details, and particularly amplitude, of the waveforms shown becomes progressively520

worse.521

In Figure 8, we show processed waveform data from three small-aperture seismic522

arrays at teleseismic distances from this event. Vertical lines show the predicted depth-523

phase arrivals (for pP and sP) based on the gCMT depth of 18.3 km, aligned relative to524

the P -wave onset. All four of these arrays show clear, coherent P arrivals at the correct525
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azimuth and slowness. All four arrays also show the arrival of an additional phase,526

which we interpret to be a depth phase, ∼3-4 seconds after the P onset, several seconds527

earlier than any of the predicted depth phase arrivals for an 18.3 km source depth. This528

early-arriving depth phase is consistent with a depth shallower than that reported by the529

gCMT, and matches the 4–6 km suggested by our regional moment tensor inversion. In530

Figure S8, we show synthetic waveforms for three broadband stations, calculated with a531

source depth of 6 km, where this depth phase is matched by the pP arrival.532

We note that the gCMT moment tensor for this event has a low percentage double533

couple, suggestive of a poorly-resolved moment tensor. The regional best fit moment534

tensor determined here has a much higher percentage double couple, and matches very535

closely to the mechanism from our pure-double couple inversion (see Figure 7 and Table536

1). The moment tensor recovered from our regional waveform inversion is somewhat537

similar to that from the gCMT catalogue, with a χ value of 0.78, but has rotated slightly538

such that the dominant component of deformation is ESE-WNW extension. This matches539

much better with the orientation of local normal faulting, and potentially changes the540

interpretation of this earthquake from being a strike-slip faulting earthquake oblique to541

the local geological structures, and slightly mis-aligned with the focal mechanisms of other542

nearby seismicity, to a predominantly normal-faulting event, more broadly consistent with543

the regional deformation.544

In conclusion, our preferred depth of about 6 km is clearly shallower than that of545

the gCMT at 18 km. The shallower depth is no surprise, given the very small elastic546

thickness estimate of about 4 km (McKenzie et al, 2019b), but the difference of ∼12 km547

between our two estimates is also no surprise, as the gCMT would not claim to resolve548

the depths of shallow earthquakes to better than at anyway (see also Engdahl et al,549

2006). We include this analysis only to show that, if a more precise depth is required for550

shallow earthquakes, it is necessary to analyze the waveforms at higher frequencies than551

is typically used by the gCMT, as we have done here.552
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5 Dependence on velocity structure553

Regional waveform inversion, such as that carried out above, can be very sensitive to554

the details of the crustal velocity structure, which essentially acts as a waveguide over555

such distances (< 1000 km). The approach we use relies on the assumption that a 1-556

dimensional velocity structure is a reasonable regional average, and that the velocity557

structure used is appropriate for all ray paths. Although more modern, higher-resolution558

lithospheric velocity models exist for the Tibetan plateau (e.g., Chen et al, 2017; Gilligan559

and Priestley, 2018), CRUST2 represents a reasonable average on the 100’s – 1000 km560

scale of our ray paths. We also note that the majority of the stations used for each561

event (see Supplementary Figures S1,S3,S5,S7) lie within the plateau itself, minimising562

problems associated with paths that cross the plateau boundary, and propagate through563

both the thick, slow crust of the plateau, and the thinner, faster crust of the surrounding564

regions.565

In Figure 10, we show results from set of tests for two of our earthquakes (2005/3/26566

and 2005/8/20), in which we arbitrarily vary the depth of the Moho by ± 10 km, and the567

values of the crustal velocities by ± 5%, recompute our Green’s functions and rerun our568

inversion approach. Figure 10 shows probabilistic moment tensors and depth probability569

density functions for the five velocity models we test, for both events. As we can see,570

variations in the velocity structure on this order have little impact on the resultant571

moment tensor, with only minor variations between either the best-fit solution, or the572

PDF for each different velocity structure. The principal difference between results from573

different velocity structures is in the depth PDF’s – whilst those for the 2005/8/20 event574

(erroneously located at 96 km) are consistent with the revised shallow depth of about 5575

km (see Table 1), the results for the 2005/3/26 event (genuinely at about 75 – 80 km576

depth) show significant variability, particular in terms of how well-defined the PDF is. For577

velocity structures with a thicker, or faster, crust, the PDF broadens significantly, with a578

secondary minimum starting to emerge at shallow depths. However, in all 4 tests for the579

2005/3/26, the best-fit solution and principal depth minimum, occur around the depth of580

the Moho, consistent with our initial result. Whilst there are inherent variations in the581
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actual depth recovered related to uncertainties in the velocity structure, the geological582

context and interpretation of neither event changes as a result of our velocity-variation583

tests.584

6 Discussion585

The four events studied here highlight some potential issues with routinely-determined586

gCMT solutions, most notably for the over-estimation of source depth, and, in rare cases,587

for the determination of solutions confined to a local minimum in misfit that are not588

representative of the true source characteristics of the earthquake. These problems are589

particularly notable for events at the smaller-magnitude end of the range considered590

by the gCMT. Such events generally have lower signal-to-noise levels, and also lower591

energy output in the relatively low-frequency bands considered in gCMT moment tensor592

inversion.593

Some of these issues may be mitigated by the increasing density of seismological in-594

strumentation. In many areas of the world, earthquakes today are recorded by a far595

greater number of near-field seismometers than in 2003, 2005, or 2008. Even in remote,596

sparsely-instrumented areas, coverage is occasionally supplemented by short-term seis-597

mological field experiments (as was the case for the 2008/6/19 earthquake studied here).598

Indeed, for an earthquake in central Tibet in mid 2020 or mid 2021, only 5 stations at599

regional distances currently have provided data to the combined FDSN repositories – a600

substantial decrease in the level of data available for the event from 2008 studied here.601

Our study demonstrates that in certain cases, moment tensors and locations from602

the gCMT (and other automated location routines) may be subject to substantial non-603

systematic errors. As seen for the 2005/8/20 earthquake, this can lead to errors in both604

moment tensor and in depth. In cases where the focal mechanisms of individual events605

are clearly anomalous against the regional trend, we therefore consider it necessary to606

re-examine the details of the waveforms, and confirm the appropriateness of the solution,607

before basing any geophysical interpretation on such events.608
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In comparing our regional CMT inversion results with those from the gCMT catalogue,609

we note that in all cases we report a slightly lower magnitude than the gCMT (see Table610

1). However, in the cases of the two earthquakes where our depth estimates are most611

similar this difference is only 0.1 magnitude units (within acceptable uncertainty, given the612

different elastic structures used in each case), whereas for the two events where we recover613

a substantially shallower centroid depth than the gCMT (2003/2/11 and 2005/8/20), our614

magnitude estimates are 0.4 and 0.5 lower than the gCMT. This difference in magnitude615

may perhaps result from the gCMT approach fitting significant energy from the higher616

amplitude S - and surface wave arrivals with the P -wave arrivals, and hence increasing617

the magnitude to provide sufficient amplitude in the P waves.618

Of the four events we consider, only one was accurately characterised by the gCMT,619

ISC-EHB, or NEIC catalogues (the 2005/3/26 event). The other three had the potential620

to change our understanding of the structure and dynamics of Tibet, either through621

their location, their mechanism, or both. However, all were in fact consistent with our622

current understanding of Tibetan tectonics, and no such reassessment is warranted on the623

basis of these earthquakes. The 2003/2/11 and 2005/8/20 events are in fact at shallow624

depths, entirely consistent with the regional seismogenic thickness. The 2005/8/20 event625

is not indicative of N-S shortening, but of E-W extension, and has an orientation that626

fits with the alignments of south Tibetan rifting. The 2008/6/19 event has a shallow627

depth, consistent with the regional seismogenic thickness, and a mechanism orientation628

consistent with the regional extensional strain.629

6.1 What went wrong in the gCMT analysis?630

For three of the four events investigated in detail in the current study, the source pa-631

rameters determined here differ substantially from those in the gCMT catalogue. As it632

is reasonable to believe that the results from our detailed investigation provide better633

descriptions of these earthquakes, the logical question then becomes whether explana-634

tions exist for the low quality of the published gCMT results, or for the inclusion of those635

results in the gCMT catalogue.636
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To address this, we first describe the procedure by which earthquakes are added to the637

gCMT catalogue and then review the details of the four earthquakes in the this context.638

We also perform a reanalysis of the four events using current gCMT procedures (results639

shown in Tables S1 and S2).640

The goal of the Global CMT Project is the systematic determination of source mech-641

anisms of earthquakes with magnitudes 5.0 and larger occurring globally. More than 300642

earthquakes are analyzed each month and, in a typical month, two thirds of the events643

are judged to have sufficiently well-constrained source parameters to be acceptable for644

inclusion in the gCMT catalogue. While most of the CMT analysis is semi-automatic,645

the results for each earthquake are reviewed by the analyst and one of the Principal646

Investigators before inclusion in the catalogue. To make the review efficient, numerical647

criteria based on (1) the stability of the inversion results, (2) the number of seismograms648

that can be fit, and (3) the overall quality of the fits, are applied to make a selection.649

Each earthquake is viewed in its geographical context, and tectonic plausibility is used650

as an additional criterion, so that earthquakes with unusual mechanisms are subjected651

to additional scrutiny and analysis. The operational objective is to include only reliable652

solutions, and to exclude earthquakes with marginal results. Notwithstanding these ef-653

forts, low-quality and erroneous mechanisms exist in the gCMT catalogue. Human error654

may occasionally lead to the wrong earthquake being included and, more commonly, the655

event review may lead to an incorrect assessment of the quality of the result.656

The 2005/8/20 earthquake657

For this event, both the gCMT mechanism and the centroid depth are grossly different658

from the results presented in this study. The inversion results for this earthquake did659

not meet one of the current (since around 2006) quality criteria when it was included660

in the CMT catalogue. Specifically, only 85 well-fit seismograms were included, when661

the required minimum is now 100. In addition, in meeting the ‘tectonic plausibility’662

criterion, the highly unusual reverse mechanism should have been noticed and led to a663

careful review. The erroneous inversion results can plausibly be traced back to a starting664
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depth of 54.0 km in the gCMT analysis (based on the initially-reported PDE depth from665

the NEIC). In the initial gCMT inversion steps, the centroid moved to a greater rather666

than a smaller depth, to find a local misfit minimum at 96.3 km. At this depth, a subset667

of the intermediate-period Love and Rayleigh waves can be fit adequately with a reverse668

mechanism rotated 90 degrees with respect to the correct normal-faulting mechanism. It669

is worth noting that for a larger earthquake the broad frequency content of signals above670

the noise level typically is sufficient to move the earthquake to the correct depth, even671

when the starting hypocenter is wrong. For events smaller than M5.0, such as this event,672

this does not always happen.673

When this earthquake is reanalyzed using the current gCMT algorithm and using the674

ISC starting depth of 29.1 km, the inversion converges automatically to a normal-faulting675

solution with a geometry similar to that determined in the current study, and a shallower676

depth of 20.3 km, with 152 well-fit seismograms.677

The 2003/2/11 earthquake678

The anomalous centroid depth of 46.1 km reported in the gCMT catalogue is a conse-679

quence of the way the excitation of seismic waves is calculated in the gCMT algorithm,680

and the types of data that were included in the inversion. Specifically, wave excitation681

is calculated in a spherically symmetric Earth model with an average crustal thickness.682

The difference between the true velocity structure and the model velocity structure leads683

to a bias in the centroid depths for earthquakes occurring in regions with exceptionally684

thick crust, such as Tibet, with the estimated depth greater than the true depth. This685

bias is particularly strong when only long-period body waves are included in the inver-686

sion, as was the case for moderate earthquakes before 2004. For earthquakes from 2004687

onwards, intermediate-period surface waves are included in the CMT inversions. This688

has improved the estimation of depth in all areas, including in Tibet. For the 2003/2/11689

earthquake, only body waves were included. It is worth noting that even though the690

gCMT depth is much too deep, the focal mechanism is similar to that obtained in the691

detailed investigation.692
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When this earthquake is reanalyzed using the current gCMT algorithm, which includes693

the intermediate-period suface-wave data, the focal mechanism is not much changed, but694

the centroid depth is significantly shallower at 17.9 km.695

The 2005/3/26 earthquake696

This earthquake is smaller than M5.0 and the inversion results did not meet the current697

criterion for the number of well-fit seismograms with only 85 good seismograms. The698

estimated depth (69.6 km) is close to the starting depth (70.7 km), which may reflect699

limited depth sensitivity of the waveforms that were included. When this earthquake is700

re-analyzed using our current algorithm and a starting depth of 54.7 km from the ISC,701

the CMT converges to a depth of 49.1 km. However, the number of well-fit waveforms702

remains below 100 and it therefore would not satisfy the quality criterion for inclusion in703

the modern gCMT catalogue.704

It worth highlighting here that the original gCMT solution for this event, although705

approximately correct in both depth and mechanism, (a) differs from the solution derived706

using the modern gCMT approach and (b) that this solution would have been insuffi-707

ciently well-constrained to have made it into the final catalogue. Hence, even for events708

that fit the background trend, when such events are small and/or poorly-constrained, we709

still urge caution, and where possible, independent verification.710

The 2008/6/19 earthquake711

This earthquake met all quality criteria when it was included in the catalog. A reanalysis712

leads to a very similar mechanism and depth to that included in the gCMT catalog, with713

a centroid depth of 18.8 km, and matches well with the results presented earlier in this714

study.715

Summary of gCMT reanalysis716

The reverse-faulting mechanism reported for the 2005/8/20 earthquake in the gCMT717

catalog is wrong and, using current review criteria, the earthquake would either not have718
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been included in the catalog, or an analysis would have been attempted at shallow depth,719

most likely leading to an acceptable result. The large depth estimated for the 2003/2/11720

earthquake is consistent with a pattern of bias seen for earthquakes in regions with thick721

crust. Inclusion of intermediate-period surface waves improves the depth estimate. Other722

earthquakes in the CMT catalog for the period prior to 2004 may exhibit a similar depth723

bias. The 2005/3/26 is a marginal earthquake for CMT analysis, and would not have724

been included in the catalog using current selection criteria. The 2008/6/19 earthquake725

is a small earthquake for which the published CMT solution provides an adequate source726

characterization.727

7 Conclusions728

The routine determination of centroid moment tensors for moderate- and large-magnitude729

earthquakes over the last six decades has been one of the great resources in solid-Earth730

geophysics, and has revolutionised our understanding the distribution, style, and mech-731

anism of earthquakes, and how these reflect regional tectonics. It is now much easier to732

spot earthquakes that are apparently anomalous and stand out from the general pattern733

of seismicity, and these are always worth noting, as they have revealed important geody-734

namic and tectonic insights in the past. But our study highlights the need to carefully735

interrogate – manually if necessary – individual anomalous and significant earthquakes,736

especially smaller magnitude ones, before using these to underpin new geological or geo-737

physical interpretations.738
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Origin time (UTC) Method Lat (◦) Long (◦) Depth (km) Strike (◦) Dip (◦) Rake (◦) Mrr Mtt Mpp Mrt Mrp Mtp mb γ χ

2003/02/11 10:36:30.5

NEIC 32.51 93.79 33.0f - - - - - - - - - 5.2 -
ISC-EHB 32.52 93.71 15.0f - - - - - - - - - 5.2 -
gCMT 32.55 93.67 46.1 164 59 -108 -0.603 -0.024 0.628 -0.212 0.275 0.010 5.2 92

0.91
rCMT 32.51 93.62 4.7 171 62 -110 -0.417 -0.276 0.700 -0.495 0.353 0.057 4.8 52

rCMT (DC) 32.30 93.84 2.0 142 78 -130 - - - - - - 4.7 100

2005/03/26 20:32:15.7

NEIC 28.26 87.93 70.7 - - - - - - - - - 4.9 -
ISC-EHB 28.22 87.84 77.3 - - - - - - - - - 4.8 -
gCMT 28.08 87.95 69.6 109 62 179 0.002 -0.397 0.395 -0.095 -0.320 -0.481 4.9 97

0.96
rCMT 27.63 87.91 77.1 204 80 021 -0.059 -0.411 0.471 0.074 -0.334 -0.431 4.8 59

rCMT (DC) 27.63 87.87 78.3 204 88 017 - - - - - - 4.7 100

2005/08/20 12:50:48.7

NEIC 31.22 88.17 54.0 - - - - - - - - - 5.1 -
ISC-EHB 31.27 88.12 17.5f - - - - - - - - - 5.0 -
gCMT 31.08 88.09 96.3 089 44 074 0.658 -0.704 0.046 -0.034 0.129 0.130 5.1 90

0.10
rCMT 30.99 88.21 4.0 169 48 -138 -0.475 -0.124 0.599 -0.361 -0.016 0.264 4.6 97

rCMT (DC) 30.99 88.13 3.5 171 48 -136 - - - - - - 4.6 100

2008/06/19 22:36:59.2

NEIC 33.31 92.10 36.5 - - - - - - - - - 4.7 -
ISC-EHB 33.23 92.16 18.3f - - - - - - - - - 4.7 -
gCMT 33.13 92.19 18.3 065 67 -016 -0.284 -0.312 0.595 -0.091 0.145 0.452 4.7 51

0.77
rCMT 33.17 91.88 3.8 059 73 -049 -0.298 -0.177 0.474 -0.469 -0.085 0.318 4.8 90

rCMT (DC) 33.18 91.92 4.7 057 72 -050 - - - - - - 4.8 100

Table 1: Earthquake source parameters from the NEIC, ISC-EHB, and gCMT catalogues and from our regional waveform inversions, both
as a deviatoric moment tensor, and constrained to be a pure double couple. Depths reported from the gCMT catalogue here are their
centroid depths. Depths from the the ISC-EHB and NEIC marked with f are fixed during inversion for the other location parameters.
Results quoted here for our regional moment-tensor inversion are the best-fit solution, rather than the mean of the PDF. Strike, dip and
rake are for the best-double-couple component of the deviatoric moment tensor (see text for definition). Moment tensors reported here
are normalised, to allow comparability. γ is the percentage double couple, and χ is the similarity index, as defined in Section 3.
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Figure 1: Maps and cross-section to show why the 4 events discussed here are of inter-
est. Data are taken from the compilation of Craig et al (2020), and references therein,
and contain only earthquakes with well-constrained source mechanisms and depths from
detailed waveform analysis. (a) Earthquake depths across the Himalayas and Tibetan
plateau. Yellow outlines highlight the four earthquakes studied here, with their depths
taken from the gCMT catalogue, with their dates alongside. Black dashed line shows the
section line used in (c). (b) Earthquake focal mechanisms across the Tibetan plateau.
Compressional quadrants are shaded based on the type of mechanism, to indicate thrust-
(red), normal- (blue, and strike-slip (grey) faulting. Black moment tensors are again
those for our four study earthquakes, from the gCMT catalogue. (c) Cross section. Top
panel shows the topography over a 10 km wide swath along the line of section shown in
(a) and (b). Lower panel shows earthquake depths, as in (a), along with estimates of
Moho depth determined by published receiver function studies (see compilation in Craig
et al (2020), and references therein) for locations within 500 km of the section line shown
in (a) and (b). Red points highlight our four earthquakes of interest, with arrows showing
the change in depth from the gCMT catalogue to our redetermined depth.
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Figure 2: Probability distribution functions for centroid depth for our four study events
(solid red lines). Pink shaded areas show the 68% and 90% confident intervals, and
minimum/maximum value ranges in order of decreasing intensity. All inversions were
run with depth free in the range 1 – 100 km. Blue vertical line indicates the centroid
depth from the gCMT catalogue, with the blue shaded area indicating the centroid depth
error range. Yellow indicates the depth determined by the NEIC, and green that from
the ISC-EHB, as detailed in Table 1. Note that for the 2008/6/19 event the gCMT
and ISC-EHB depths are identical (only the gCMT is shown). Inset is the probabilistic
moment tensor from our regional inversion, with the best fit solution outlined in red.
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Figure 3: Array processing results for the 2005/8/20 event from arrays at (a) Warra-
munga Array, Australia; (b) GERESS Array, Germany; (c) ILAR Array, Alaska, USA,
and broadband waveforms from (d) ANTO, Turkey; (e) ARU, Russia; (f) MHV, Rus-
sia; and (g) YAK, Russia. For each array, upper panel shows the array beam using the
predicted backazimuth and slowness, and lower panels show sweeps through backazimuth
and slowness space, with the colour scale indicating beam power. White horizontal lines
show the predicted backazimuth and slowness. The lower four panels (d–g) show broad-
band waveforms, black traces are filtered between 0.5 and 2.0 Hz, whilst the red trace is
unfiltered, dashed green traces are synthetics calculated using our revised mechanism and
a source depth of 4 or 6 km (as indicated in the lower left of each panel). On each panel,
vertical lines show P (purple), pP (blue), and sP (green) arrivals, using the centroid
depth from the gCMT catalogue (96.3 km). Arrival time for P is manually re-picked.
The focal mechanism shows the gCMT moment tensor and best double couple, and the
station positions on the focal sphere for the arrays (blue) and broadband stations (red)
shown.
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Figure 4: Regional waveform inversion results for the 2005/8/20 earthquake. Grey and tan bars (top two rows) highlight the best-fit
solutions from inversions for a deviatoric moment tensor and for a purely double-couple mechanism, respectively. Other rows show
inversion results with depth fixed at the value shown in the first column, and all other source parameters free. Second column shows
the probabilistic moment tensor, with the best-fit solution highlighted in red. Subsequent columns show observed waveforms (black) and
synthetic waveforms (red) for two stations (locations relative to the earthquake are shown at the top of columns 3 and 4), showing the
vertical, radial, and transverse components for each station. Beige shaded regions show the section of each trace used in determining the
misfit during inversion. Inset text gives the time duration of waveform used in the inversion in each case, which is defined based on the
predicted P - and S -wave arrival times. Red trace along the base of each waveform shows the temporal variation in misfit (amplitude
scaling is consistent across all plots.
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Figure 5: Regional waveform inversion results for the 2003/2/11 earthquake. Caption is as described for Figure 4. Note that the moment
tensor shown for the best-double couple solution is probabilistic representation of the PDF of all acceptable double-couple moment tensors.
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Figure 6: Regional waveform inversion results for the 2005/3/26 earthquake. Caption is as described for Figure 4.
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Figure 7: Regional waveform inversion results for the 2008/6/19 earthquake. Caption is as described for Figure 4.
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Figure 8: Array processing results for the 2008/6/19 event from arrays at (a) GERESS
Array, Germany; (b) Alice Springs Array, Australia; (c) ILAR Array, Alaska, USA, (d)
Yellowknife Array, Canada, and broadband waveforms from (e) EIL, Israel; (f) BILL,
Russia; (g) TIXI, Russia. For each array, upper panel shows the array beam using the
predicted backazimuth and slowness. Lower panels show sweeps through backazimuth
and slowness space, with the colour scale indicating beam power. White horizontal lines
show the predicted backazimuth and slowness. On each panel, vertical lines show P

(purple), pP (blue), and sP (green) arrivals, using the centroid depth from the gCMT
catalogue (18.3 km). Arrival time for P is manually re-picked. The focal mechanism
shows the gCMT moment tensor and best double couple, and the pierce points of the
arrays (blue) and broadband stations (red) shown.
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Figure 9: Rayleigh waves at the station II.AAK for all four events. Lefthand panels show
vertical-component waveforms, filtered around 0.05 Hz to emphasise the 20 s fundamental
mode arrivals, and with amplitudes corrected for geometrical spreading, and normalised
to a common observing distance and a common source magnitude. Body wave arrivals
are indicated by the labelled vertical black lines. Arrivals between 600 and 800 seconds
are the Rayleigh waves. Righthand panels shown calculated Rayleigh wave radiation
patterns based on our revised location and mechanism, with the red point indicating the
variation of expected amplitude with azimuth at II.AAK. Note that predicted amplitudes
shown for the radiation pattern for 2005/03/26 are magnified by a factor of 10 relative
to those for other events, in order to be visible alongside the other radiation patterns.
Results for four further stations are shown in Supplementary Figure S9–S11.
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Figure 10: Tests for the impact of variations in velocity structure on regional wave-
form inversion results. We show probabilistic moment tensors and depth histograms for
the 2005/3/26 (left) and 2005/8/20 events (right). The top row (a) shows the results
for a deviatoric moment tensor using Green’s functions calculated using the relevant
CRUST2 velocity profile. Subsequent rows show the results obtained when recalculating
the Green’s functions using (b) a crustal velocity structure reduced by 5%, (c) a crustal
velocity structure increased by 5%, (d) a crustal thickness where the Moho depth is re-
duced by 10 km, and (e) a crustal thickness where the Moho depth is increased by 10
km. As in Figures 2,4, vertical red lines show the median value of the distribution, and
pink shaded areas show the 68% and 90% confident intervals, and minimum/maximum
value ranges in order of decreasing intensity
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